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KLENZCRETE INFORMATION
Our products do not contain corrosive acids or hydroxides, which means that
they will not erode or “eat away” at the surface of the stone. This fact alone has
made us the choice of thousands of restoration professionals worldwide. Along with
restoration cleaners our product line offering includes every aspect of the
restoration process from degreasers and grout cleaners to high performance sealers
and strippers.

KLENZCRETE Benefits


Won't damage the surface of stone



Incapable of burning stone



Requires no special equipment



Biodegradable/Environmentally safe



Won't burn user when contacting skin



Preserves masonry by removing impurities

TIME SAVING: To use KLENZCRETE simply apply to the surface, wait and rinse.
There is no pre-wetting, pre-washing, neutralizing, diluting or special rinsing
required.
SAFER: KLENZCRETE does not contain Hydrofluoric acid, Hydrochloric acid,
Muriatic acid or Sodium Hydroxide as some other products do.
Hydrofluoric Acid

Hydrochloric Acid (Muriatic Acid)

Hydroxides

Causes severe burns

Exposure may lead to death

Extremely corrosive

One of the most corrosive acids

Damages mostly anything it touches

Has been cited as a cause of cancer

Can permanently damage sight

Masonry surfaces become

Aerosols can cause pulmonary edema

Contact requires medical attention

rough/etched

Can cause permanent blindness

Burns both skin and deeper tissue

Can cause eye damage & blindness

Can react violently with water

Causes excruciating pain & burns

Acid & vapors are highly corrosive

KLENZCRETE
Concrete & Stone Cleaner
KLENZCRETE Concrete & Stone Cleaner is designed for the hardest to clean
masonry surfaces. It makes old buildings, driveways, sidewalks, building entrances
and even transit platforms look like new again. In fact, KLENZCRETE cleans grease
and oil so effectively, it's ideal for warehouses, factories, garages or your home.
Use before applying new sealer.
Coverage :

Approximately 150 - 250 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on the porosity
of the surface.

Packaging :

5 gallon pails
55 gallon drums

Concrete/Grease Cleaning


Saturate the surface with KLENZCRETE.



Agitate KLENZCRETE into the surface, then let product sit for 30-40 minutes.



To clean, power wash the surface.

KLENZCRETE
Unglazed Brick & Polished Stone Cleaner
KLENZCRETE UBPS makes cleaning many surfaces easy even the most sensitive
types of masonry. Almost as rapidly as you can apply it, KLENZCRETE UBPS loosens
the grime that ordinary cleaners can't touch. Then, after rinsing with water,
surfaces return to a new masonry appearance. It’s ideal for cleaning the more
delicate masonry surfaces.
Coverage :

Approximately 250 - 400 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on the
porosity of the surface.

Packaging :

5 gallon pails
55 gallon drums

Brick Cleaning


Saturate the surface using max 40 psi with a fan tip Do Not Atomize



A test patch will determine time needed to loosen dirt (5-15 min. Average).
Do Not Let Dry! Rinse off using 2000 psi.

